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44 East Mifflin Street
Suite #500

Madison, Wisconsin 53703

May 10, 2024 Re: City of Appleton, Comprehensive Plan Update & Subarea Planning Proposal

Principal Planner
100 North Appleton Street
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911

Dear Ms. Smith and the Selection Committee:

It is a pleasure to present SmithGroup’s proposal for the City of Appleton’s Comprehensive Plan Update and 
Subarea Planning project. We recognize that this is a critical juncture to help Appleton align and enhance its 
vision on land use, housing elements, and key subarea plans. The SmithGroup team we have assembled is eager 
to work toward a refreshed approach to your comprehensive plan. We are committed to collaborating every step of 

the way.

Delivering a successful citywide plan that builds upon existing systems while adopting future-focused initiatives 
is complex. Our nationally recognized, Wisconsin-based interdisciplinary planning team has a legacy of 
innovative and action-focused planning for urban communities in Wisconsin and across the Midwest and the 
United States. Please refer to Section Two: Project Understanding & Approach  for a discussion on connecting 

previous plans; land use and redevelopment; housing; corridor subarea plans; and corridor market analyses.

A proven, consensus-driven process will guide Appleton to a visionary and implementable plan. The outcome will 
enhance the community through a unified vision, policy, actions, and metrics that launch the plan into its next 
digital iteration for tracking progress. This is essential for creating resilient redevelopment, housing, and land use 
strategies for Appleton’s future generations.

We understand that the decisions you make now will resonate with the community for decades. We will tap into 
our diverse expertise to work with you and develop an effective and implementable vision 
that enhances the vitality of Appleton for the future. Please refer to Section Three: Project Work Plan & Timeline
for our plan to build a strong framework for action; engage the Appleton community in their own success story; 
and enact proactive communication and accountable teamwork.

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration. Please feel free to contact me at any time if you have questions or 
require additional information. We look forward to discussing our proposal with you in greater detail.

Sincerely,

Thomas Rogers, PLA, ASLA
Principal, Urban Studio Leader
608.327.4402
tom.rogers@smithgroup.com

Kathleen Duffy, AICP
Principal-in-Charge
734.545.6096
kathleen.duffy@smithgroup.com
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SmithGroup is an award-winning, national design and planning firm that 
utilizes research, data, advanced technologies, and thoughtful design to 
help clients and communities solve their greatest challenges.

Based in Madison and Milwaukee, Wisconsin, our expert team is 
committed to excellence in strategy, design, and delivery—giving rise 
to new, innovative, and equitable processes and methodologies that 
redefine the way we work as teams and support the communities we 
serve. Our specialists—from artists and planners to data analysts and 
beyond—develop beautiful, sustainable, future-focused solutions for urban 
environments, mixed-use and waterfront developments, parks and open 
spaces, healthcare providers, science and technology organizations, higher 
education and cultural institutions, and diverse workplaces.

Over the past several decades, SmithGroup has had a legacy of great 
planning projects throughout Wisconsin and beyond.

 De Pere, WI Comprehensive, 
Downtown, and SE Area Plan

 Dane County, WI Circular  
Campus Vision

 Oshkosh, WI Lakeshore Park Master 
Plan & Park Pavilion

 Racine, WI Lincoln King   
Neighborhood Plan

 Kenosha, WI Innovation 
Neighborhood Master Plan

 Kane County, IL District 
Comprehensive Plan

 Mahomet, IL Downtown 
Comprehensive Plan

 Danville, VA City-Wide  
Comprehensive Plan

 Meridian Group, East Boro 
Comprehensive Plan

 Rocky Mount, NC Mill Master Plan 

 Ann Arbor, MI Comprehensive Plan

 Detroit, MI Comprehensive Plan

 Ferndale, MI Comprehensive Plan

 Lexington, MI Comprehensive Plan

 Las Vegas, NV Comprehensive Plan

 La Porte, IN Clear Lake Sub Area Plan

 Burns Harbor, IN Westport 
Development Area Visioning & 
Concept Plan

 Blue Island, IL Riverfront Plan

 Rock Creek, DC West   
Corridors Planning

 Alexandria, VA Landmark Mall 
Replanning Services

 Pittsburgh, PA District Vision Plan

 Innovate Pittsburgh Craig Street 
Innovation District Planning 

 Sandusky, OH Southside 
Neighborhood Plan

 Columbus, OH West Broad Study

 Toledo, OH Strategy Framework Plan 
Exploratory Assessment 

 Grand Rapids, MI Southtown Corridor 
Improvement District Plan

 California High-Speed Rail Delivery 
Support & Technical Planning

 Cleveland, OH Euclid Corridor Plan

 Ann Arbor/Ypsilanti, MI, Reimagine 
Washtenaw Corridor Plan

171 years

1,400 employees

Ann Arbor, Atlanta, Boston, 
Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, 
Denver, Detroit, Houston, Los 
Angeles, Madison, Milwaukee, 
Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Portland, 
Sacramento, San Diego, San 
Francisco, Shanghai, 
Washington DC

Architecture; Building Enclosure 
Consulting; Campus Planning; 
Civil Engineering; Coastal 
Engineering;  
Energy & Environmental 
Modeling; Facility Condition 
Assessment; Fire Protection 
& Life Safety Engineering; 
Historic Preservation; Interiors; 
Lab Planning; Landscape 
Architecture; Lighting Design; 
Medical Planning; MEP 
Engineering; Programming; 
Strategy; Space Utilization; 
Structural Engineering; 
Sustainable Design; Urban 
Design; Urban Planning
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As a multi-disciplinary firm, we do everything from long-range planning to zoning ordinance amendments and 
detailed construction drawings. An understanding of the challenges that come after the plan informs our designs. 
This begins at the creative idea generation phase and leads to informed implementation phases that optimize 
time and budget to bring the plan to life.

Our work is client-focused and based on building an understanding and deep appreciation for community 
context. We analyze existing conditions and rapidly iterate future opportunities, including the physical form 
and relationship of buildings, streets, and open spaces in the context of historical patterns, existing situations, 
and future needs. We improve cities through design guidelines, development projects, and refined details that 
strengthen and identify values and a unique sense of place.
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SmithGroup’s urban planners craft land use plans 
that build off local context, incorporating form-based 
techniques to realize a plan’s vision. Our visioning 
strategies make land use approachable and help 
residents visualize what development could look like in 
their neighborhoods.

Our team is built on the philosophy that equitable 
public engagement has the power to shape the design 
of our communities more inclusively. We believe in 
engaging the broadest range of perspectives and 
values. Transparent engagement and decision-making 
processes require in-person and virtual engagement 
methods that are thorough, enticing, sustained, 
nimble, and self-reflecting. We must break down rather 
than reinforce the digital divide. We must build trust 
through the planning processes, and always ask, 
Whose voice is missing?

Urban developments depend on collaborative networks 
for success: forging local partnerships and building 
community coalitions, drawing on multiple funding 
sources, and securing agency support and regulatory 
approvals, to name just a few. SmithGroup helps 
navigate this process. We listen first: gathering 
information and diverse stakeholder perspectives. 
Then we help shape a shared vision for future priorities 
and outcomes, building a broad coalition of support. 
The result is planning and design that authentically 
reflects your community, and that connects your 
aspirations and assets with genuine opportunities.
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Successful urban spaces anticipate and accommodate 
a diverse range of users and uses, creating vital public 
destinations. Our team is dedicated to creating great 
places, streets, waterfronts, and vibrant, sustainable 
cities. We understand the key elements of creating 
active, people-focused places, and how to employ them 
in each part of a city. Our firm has designed signature 
public places for over 60 years and continues to be a 
leader in place creation for the public realm.

Mobility forges the connections essential for growth, 
economic prosperity, and neighborhood vitality. 
Resilient streets support civic activities, promote 
stronger economic environments, and uplift 
communities through greater interaction. We focus 
on integrated systems rather than individual modes 
of transportation, balancing the needs of pedestrians, 
motorists, bicyclists, and transit users, and providing 
flexibility to adapt to future demands and needs. 
Connecting people to their community assets is the key 
to urban revitalization and sustainability.

Resiliency in Appleton goes beyond climate strategy. 
Our team will weave resilient practices into every 
aspect of the plan through economic planning, housing 
design, open spaces, and mobility. We will work with 
the Advisory Committee and Resiliency, Climate 
Mitigation and Adaptation Task Force to integrate 
resilience throughout the plan.
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SmithGroup’s experience with projects that comply 
with federal contracting standards and grant funding 
programs spans decades. This includes 450 federal 
projects completed over the past 20 years alone for 
clients such as the General Services Administration, 
Social Security Administration, Environmental 
Protection Agency, National Park Service, Department 
of State, National Institutes of Health, and many other 
U.S. agencies.

This expertise includes projects since 2021 that utilize 
American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funding. Additionally, 
our firm regularly assists a variety of clients with grant 
preparation and identifying appropriate government 
funding sources. As such, our firm is accustomed to the 
cost principles, procurement standards, and reporting 
obligations set forth by these programs.

ARPA Funding

ARPA Funding

ARPA Funding

ARPA Funding
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Appleton’s Comprehensive Plan is an opportunity 
to step back and appraise the current set of plan 
elements and studies considering community values, 
changing demographic and economic conditions, and 
potential future conditions.

Through a thorough review and summary of the prior 
plans—as well as the integration of other reports and 
ongoing planning efforts (such as West College Avenue 
Corridor Planning, Complete Streets Study, College 
North Neighborhood Plan, and Housing Development 
Policy Guide)—we will document revised issues and 
opportunities as a whole to guide updates to the 
land use, housing and neighborhoods, and corridor 
plan elements.

We will audit past plans, find commonalities, shape a 
vision framework that links them all, and use it to vet 
priorities and strategies with the Appleton community. 
We will work to create a common framework language 
of vision, principles, goals, and metrics. This 
will result in an actionable set of strategies to 
monitor via an online data dashboard to celebrate 
achievements, listen to constituents’ priorities, and 
prioritize budgets and capital improvements.

Our team has an extensive history of creating 
and streamlining comprehensive and subarea 
plans for communities across the U.S. We recently 
aligned and consolidated goals for the draft City 
of De Pere Comprehensive Plan Update and are in 
the process of building a unified framework from 
the City of Detroit’s dozens of plans. 
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The Appleton Comprehensive Plan will play a crucial 
role in identifying key properties for development and 
revitalization citywide and within the three subareas. 
We will evaluate current zoning to ensure alignment 
with the plan’s vision, leveraging our expertise in land 
use and housing policy to encourage a variety of mixed-
use and housing typologies that meet the needs 
of residents.

We specialize in preparing context-specific series of 
land use place types that articulate combinations 
of density, neighborhood/district type, and building 
form/function that translate to desired place types 
throughout communities. Determining these typologies 
through the engagement process and analysis of 
previous plans and existing character will build a 
future land use plan that can translate to zoning 
amendments and redevelopment strategies that 
tie land use recommendations to transportation, 
infrastructure, and open space.

We are experts in every phase of the development 
process—from vision to implementation. Our design, 
market, and planning team sets the stage early in the 
process for identifying key projects that can begin 
implementation before the plan is finished.

We look forward to exploring redevelopment sites or 
public realm interventions to add a set of concrete 
recommendations and design inspiration to the 
subarea plans. As part of our land use place types 
analysis, we will develop a set of site-specific 
recommendations for the three corridors to flesh out 
catalytic opportunities to spur future investment.
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Suburban 
commercial

Suburban 
commercial

Suburban 
commercial

Subareas

College North 
Planning area

Downtown plan 
study area

Private lands available 
along Enterprise Ave and 
Evergreen Drive

High schools as potential 
future resilience hubs

Development 
opportunity

US Venture is planning to 
move to the 222 Building

South 
entrance to 
downtown

Commercial activities 
along HW 41 &441

Potential residential 
development with golf 
course frontage

Implement recent 
downtown plan

The current C2 
commercial zoning does 
not support mixed-use 
development
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Appleton is built on strong, desirable, and livable 
neighborhoods. We will use our understanding of land 
use and housing policy to encourage a diverse range of 
housing typologies and policies that fit the needs 
of residents.

The College Avenue North Neighborhood Plan market 
analysis, conducted in 2022, revealed a pressing 
need for 3,000 new residential housing units in 
Appleton over the next decade. The city needs to 
deliver 300 units annually to accommodate this 
demand. However, the 2022 Growth Report indicates 
that only 179 housing units were constructed in 2022, 
highlighting a significant deficit. The 2024 Housing 
Development Policy Guide includes strategies for 
strengthening housing priorities and actions that can 
be better integrated into the comprehensive plan and 
supplemented by a housing assessment data update 
to the 2022 report.

The Comprehensive Plan will aim to align these recent 
studies with a revised housing vision and strategies to 
promote housing development. The planning process 
will identify barriers and evaluate opportunities for 
housing-centric development. The final plan will 
feature policies to address the housing shortage and 
affordability challenges, ensuring a more sustainable 
and inclusive housing landscape.

The goal of updating the corridor plans for Wisconsin 
Avenue, Richmond Street, and South Oneida Street is 
to leverage connections with neighborhoods, 
enhance the vibrancy of each area by strengthening 
the sense of a district, enhancing pedestrian spaces 
and connectivity, and promoting infill development 
and growth of local businesses.

Our approach to corridor planning will involve 
documenting and analyzing the existing urban form 
while defining the Appleton community’s vision 
for each subarea’s future. Through a collaborative 
visioning process, we will create inspirational plans 
and drawings that capture the essence of this vision. 
These visual representations could potentially serve
as a basis for the creation of a form-based code, 
ensuring that physical developments align with 
community goals.

Visualization is key to fostering a common 
understanding of the desired community vision. 
Therefore, we will test design scenarios in opportunity 
sites using a combination of hand-drawn sketches 
and computer-generated 3D renderings. This 
approach offers a hands-on, immersive experience 
for community members, resulting in a plan that 
authentically reflects their input and aspirations.
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Our team integrates market-based (re)development 
strategies into all of our comprehensive plans. 
We identify opportunities and build site-specific 
visions and feasibility considerations for housing, 
commercial, and mixed-use. We will develop a market 
snapshot, with a particular emphasis on future 
housing and employment drivers and frame our 
recommendations to emphasize flexibility to respond 
to evolving market forces and expected future mixed-
use demand.

Our team will develop a retail, office, and housing 
market analysis, and an economic impact and 
leakage analysis summary for the three major corridor 
subareas (Wisconsin Avenue, Northland Avenue/
Richmond Street, and South Oneida Street). As part 
of the market analysis, we will quantify new and 
supported retail square footage, average store size, and 
number of new stores by retail type, as well as quantify 
the number of new unit infill housing front doors and 
expected population growth for a 10-year horizon. If 
the three market areas draw from each other’s market 
demand, we will perform an analysis that identifies the 
market overlap that exists between the three areas.



Project outcomes are most successful 
and supportive when stakeholders 
and collaboration fuel the process—
where all parties can roll up their 
sleeves and work through ideas and 
solutions together.

revised 6/21/2024
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Project outcomes are most successful and supportive 
when stakeholders and collaboration fuel the process—
where all parties can roll up their sleeves and work 
through ideas and solutions together. While land use 
planning is complex and technical—it is imperative 
that the community keeps ownership over the ideas 
and their outcomes.

Our present reality has granted us the opportunity 
to elevate our equitable approach to engagement. 
No longer dependent on a select few who regularly 
attend public meetings, we strive to provide live and 
on-demand virtual options for people to participate as 
often as they can throughout the process.

For your project, we propose to deploy remote virtual 
collaboration tools and processes for transparent 
engagement and decision-making that are sound, 
defensible, and inclusive. The goal will be to break 
down the digital divide and ensure that everyone 
is heard while maintaining the fundamentals that 
make engagement successful. Coupling our virtual 
web portal exercises with paper DIY Workshop kits has 
worked well to bridge the digital divide and we have 
found an increase in participation from traditional 
open houses and workshops.

For the Appleton Comprehensive Plan Update and 
Corridor Subarea Plans, the following groups are 
identified and referenced in this work plan:

 Consultant Team: SmithGroup will have prime 
responsibility for developing graphic and written 
materials throughout the process, data collection 
and analysis, meeting facilitation and summaries, 
and drafting plans and recommendations.

 City Staff: We feel that project outcomes are 
best when we work closely and collaboratively in 
partnership with key city staff. We anticipate that 
city staff will play an essential role in the following:

 — Regular planning team coordination calls. 

 — Identification and coordination of stakeholders. 

 — Assisting with meeting logistics (finding spaces, 
invites, contacting groups, etc.). 

 — Preparing communications, notices, and 
gathering/entering DIY paper kits.

 — Leading breakout room exercises (and additional 
focus groups not identified in the scope, if 
warranted).

 — Assist in gathering applicable city data, plans, 
and resources for the Consultant Team. 

 — Collaborate with SmithGroup on GIS mapping and 
Hub site crafting.

 — Timely review of deliverables and providing 
comments back to the SmithGroup Team.

 Advisory Committee: An inclusive and motivated 
advisory committee is also important for guiding the 
direction of the plan. The Advisory Committee should 
include a broad range of stakeholders from Appleton 
and represent key constituencies and expertise. 
They will play an important role in vetting strategies 
and ideas, reviewing materials, informing process 
decisions, and advocating on behalf of the process. 
We anticipate seven advisory committee meetings 
throughout the project.

 Corridor Subarea Plans Focus Groups: Each 
corridor will have a group of key local stakeholders  
to provide key leadership and direction for 
each of the three Corridor Subarea Plans. They 
will be engaged four strategic times: in Phase 1 
during the kickoff tour and a follow-up virtual 
online brainstorming meeting utilizing an online 
whiteboard tool (in person option $5000); vetting 
alternatives during our Phase 2 in-person visit; and 
reviewing draft documents in Phase 3.
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In-Person Visits: We plan to schedule at least one 
in-person set of meetings per phase and can flexibly 
adapt for those unable to join us. We anticipate 
these workshop days to be focused engagement 
sessions that combine on-site tours, structured 
break out activities, collaboration, and reporting 
out. They provide opportunities for stakeholders to 
sit down one-on-one with the planning team to talk 
through specific challenges or opportunities and 
build toward consensus. Our kick off visit will be 
corridor tours, stakeholder interviews, and the first 
Advisory Committee meeting. The Phase 1 visit will 
be a public launch of the project to gain input on the 
plan audits, share existing conditions, and vision 
and goals. Phase 2 will combine corridor subareas 
workshop breakouts and public input on the 
comprehensive plan elements over the course of 2-3 
days. Phase 3 will be adoption meetings at the Plan 

Commission and Common Council or an additional 
public meeting on the draft (additional services).

Public: We feel—and our experiences have 
demonstrated—that the most successful 
engagement happens when you go directly to where 
the people are. We look forward to partnering with 
city staff and the Advisory Committee to get out the 
word for our in-person input sessions by tapping 
existing networks. We suggest reaching out to 
neighborhood, resident, and business associations 
by attending their regularly scheduled meetings and 
sharing links and DIY packets. 

Pop-up Boards and DIY Survey Kits: These kits will 
connect with people in the spaces they use, from 
parks to shopping centers to carry-out restaurants 
to book clubs and after-school pickups.
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We believe in community-driven design backed by 
accurate data analysis. Our team of Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) specialists uses place-
based data, census information, and other metric 
factors to create highly specific, location-based 
suggestions. We believe in making this information 
understandable and accessible to the public. 
It will be included on the Hub website and in 
engagement materials.

SmithGroup proposes the creation of a GIS-based 
digital platform that incorporates and expands upon 
the city’s GIS web platform already in operation. 
This platform will serve as a hub for input, analysis, 
and sharing of the plan, harnessing the latest 
Environmental Services Research Institute (Esri) 
technology and leveraging Appleton’s existing 
geospatial infrastructure. We will collaborate with city 
staff seamlessly via an ArcGIS Online group to organize 
the apps, maps, and data that can be operated, 
managed, and updated by city staff in the future. 
Beyond data management, this platform also enables 
public engagement and spatial input. 
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Our team will work with you to understand what 
information should be displayed publicly for each 
plan element. The public-facing Hub will provide the 
community with opportunities to interact with maps, 
take surveys, and comment on draft plan components. 
The overarching concept is to establish and maintain 
an online platform with the following key capabilities:

Integration of relevant city data into a consolidated 
database and dashboard for effective planning and 
decision-making.

Facilitation of online engagement to share the plan 
update with stakeholders and the public through 
user-friendly tools.

To realize these goals, our team will configure and 
implement a suite of tools within the platform:

Hub Site: A dedicated online portal serving as a hub 
for accessing data, maps, documents, and other 
communication tools to keep stakeholders informed 
and engaged.

Survey 123: Online input gathering via surveys, 
comment boards, and collaborative mapping.

Dashboard: An interactive platform for analyzing 
spatial and non-spatial data, tracking key 
indicators, and understanding how indicators vary 
geographically.

Story Map: An intuitive tool that allows users 
to navigate through different aspects of the 
comprehensive plan, especially spatial data, 
with ease.

The Hub Site will display all completed or ongoing work 
related to comprehensive plan updates. Furthermore, 
the data dashboard will integrate with the plan’s 
strategies, enabling Appleton to update and track 
plan implementation while also sharing progress with 
stakeholders.

We recognize that the long-term success of a digital 
platform depends upon empowering city staff to 
update and manage the underlying data and system. 
We will provide training sessions and documentation 
tailored to city staff’s needs to equip them with the 
skills to utilize the tools, ensuring the continued 
effectiveness of the digital platform.
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The Understand phase provides a solid foundation to build consensus 
around a set of community values and goals across the city and 
stakeholders. For both the Comprehensive Plan and Subarea Plans, we 
will review past plans, gain understanding into key opportunities and 
challenges, update existing conditions data, and begin engagement. After 
this phase’s input, we will draft a vision and goals framework for the plan, 
which will be translated into measurable objectives for making decisions.

 

We will audit the existing Comprehensive Plan and Housing Development 
Policy Guide and create a proposed framework for edits and alignment. 
We will share updated existing conditions and work with city staff and 
the Advisory Committee through a prioritization exercise of the issues 
and opportunities. We will follow with a Retain/Revise/Remove exercise 
for the housing and land use elements across two virtual AC meetings, 
evaluating what has been completed, what are still priorities, and what 
latest planning best practices should be included. The results of the audit 
and existing conditions will be shared during the launch of the project 
website and first public meeting. Online and in-person exercises will focus 
on confirming the vision and goals.

We will kick off with a tour of each corridor, a market assessment, and 
a follow-up Focus Group virtual meeting for each corridor to outline key 
opportunities and challenges and preliminary goals that will be used for 
garnering input during Public Meeting #1.

 Coordinate tour logistics.

 Provide consultant team with 

existing plans/studies and markups.

 Share GIS data and coordinate on 

online map delivery/Hub website.

 Review/endorse public participation 

plan, draft website, and input 

activities.

 Meeting notices, social media posts, 

and email blasts.

 Biweekly calls with Consultant Team. 

 Public participation plan.

 Map atlas.

 Plan audit and framework.

 ArcGIS Hub Website and input 

activities (digital and DIY paper).

 Meeting agendas, materials,  

and summaries.

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV

1.1 Kick-off Call with City Staff

1.2 AC #1 /Stakeholder Interviews & Tour

1.3 Existing Conditions (Census Demographic)

1.4 Public Participation Plan

1.5 Base Map Atlas/coordination with city GIS

1.6 Build Hub Website

1.7 Past Plans Audits

1.8 Land Use and Housing Assessments

1.9 AC #2, #3, #4 Plan Audit Calls (3 main chapters)

1.10 Corridors City Staff Call

1.11 Corridors Focus Groups #1 (3)

1.12 Public Launch: DIY Engagement/Online Survey #1

1.13 Public Meeting #1: Plan Vision & Framework

City Staff
Advisory Committee
Corridors Focus 
Groups
Public Meeting
Key Consultant 
Deliverable

  Comprehensive Plan 
Task

Subarea Plan Task
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The Exploration phase is about digging deeper into different plan 
alternatives and options with the community and stakeholders.  
This phase will be an interactive process of evaluating and refining 
different alternatives for each plan through a series of  
consensus-building exercises.

 

Plan revisions based on the feedback from Phase 1 will be drafted for 
review with city staff and the Steering Committee at a series of three 
virtual meetings. During the drafting of the plan, we will identify key 
questions or concepts for consideration, evaluation, and/or prioritization 
by the public during Public Meeting #2.

Based on input from Phase 1, we will prepare a set of design, land use, 
economic analyses, and preliminary ideas for each corridor. Visit #2 will 
start with focus groups where stakeholders will provide input on different 
public and private realm alternatives for key opportunities and catalytic 
projects in each corridor. SmithGroup’s design team will craft concepts 
and alternatives for public input during an evening Public Meeting #2. 
We will broadcast live or record the presentation and upload meeting 
materials/draft concepts onto the project website for continued input 
following the in-person meeting for those unable to attend in person.

 Review draft comprehensive   

plan revisions.

 Coordinate logistics for Corridor Plans 

Workshop and Public Meeting #2.

 Meeting notices, social media posts, 

and email blasts.

 Biweekly calls with Consultant Team. 

 Comprehensive plan draft chapters.

 Corridor plan assessment/analyses 

and meeting materials.

 ArcGIS Hub website and  

input activities.

 Corridor plan public and private 

realm alternative concepts.

 Website draft review/survey.

 Meeting agendas, materials,  

and summaries.

NOV DEC JAN FEB

2.1 Draft Issues/Opportunities & Housing Chapters

2.2 Land Use Approach

2.3 Compile Data/Actions for Other Elements

2.4 AC # 5,6,7 on Comp Plan Drafts

2.5 Corridors Physical Assessment

2.6 Corridors Base Mapping

2.7 Corridors Precedents/Design Ideas

2.8 Corridors Market Analysis

2.9 Corridors Focus Groups #2 (as part of Workshop #2)

2.10 Joint Draft Concept/alts Public 2-3-day Workshop #2

2.11 Corridors Public/Private Realm Alternatives/Design Ideas

2.12 Online Draft Alternatives Review/survey #2

2.13 PC Virtual Meeting on Draft Approach

City Staff
Advisory Committee
Corridors Focus 
Groups
Public Meeting
Key Consultant 
Deliverable

  Comprehensive Plan 
Task

Subarea Plan Task
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The Realization phase takes the preferred plan direction and breaks it 
down into actionable tasks in the short term to see the plan implemented. 
This includes the assembly of the final report documents and digital 
dashboard. This phase also includes ushering the plan through formal 
approval processes. Upon completion of draft documents, we will convert 
policies, actions, and metrics to the project dashboard for review and 
comment followed by adoption meetings at the Plan Commission and 
Common Council.

 

One set of revisions will be completed to reflect the input gained during 
Phase 2. This phase will include coordination with the implementation 
strategy for the Subarea Corridor Plan, recent Downtown Plan, and Housing 
Development Policy Guide, adding measurable benchmarks to an online 
version of the plan.

Following Public Meeting #2, we will refine the draft public and private 
realm alternatives into refined strategies for different areas throughout 
each corridor. The corridor vision strategies will be accompanied by 
a summary of the physical and economic analysis and public input. 
Implementation strategies will be incorporated into the revised 
Comprehensive Plan for a seamless set of action steps.

 Review draft plan revisions.

 Meeting notices, social media posts, 

and email blasts.

 Lead plan adoption process.

 Monthly calls with Consultant Team. 

 Draft Corridor Plan chapters.

 Final revisions to the Comprehensive 

Plan with a unified implementation 

strategy for recent plans.

 Digital dashboard of plan policies, 

actions, and metrics.

 Executive summary presentation 

slide decks.

 Final document PDFs, Word files, and 

transfer of GIS mapping.

MAR APR MAY JUN JUL

3.1 Corridor Plans Land Use/Character + Public Realm 
Vision and Strategy

3.2 Corridors Implementation strategy

3.3 Corridors Focus Group on draft alternatives (virtual)

3.4 Future land use place types

3.5 Future land use map

3.6 Dashboard update with final actions, metrics

3.7 Draft input survey #3

3.8 Document revisions editing/formatting

3.9 PC + CC adoption meetings (2 in person, 1 virtual)

3.10 Final packaging of materials

City Staff
Advisory Committee
Corridors Focus 
Groups
Public Meeting
Key Consultant 
Deliverable

  Comprehensive Plan 
Task

Subarea Plan Task
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JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL

1.1 Kick-off Call with City Staff

1.2 Visit #1: AC #1 /Stakeholder Interviews & Tour

1.3 Existing Conditions (Census Demographics)

1.4 Public Participation Plan

1.5 Base Map Atlas/coordination with city GIS

1.6 Build Hub Website

1.7 Past Plans Audits

1.8 Land Use and Housing Assessments

1.9 AC #2, #3, #4 Plan Audit Calls (Issues/Opps, Housing, LU)

1.10 Corridors City Staff Call

1.11 Corridors Virtual Focus Groups #1

1.12 Public Launch: DIY Engagement/Online Survey #1

1.13 Public Meeting #1: Plan Vision & Framework

2.1 Draft Issues/Opportunities and Housing Chapters

2.2 Land Use Approach

2.3 Compile Data/Actions for Other Elements

2.4 AC # 5,6,7 on Comprehensive Plan Draft Sections

2.5 Corridors Physical Assessment

2.6 Corridors Base Mapping

2.7 Corridors Precedents/Design Ideas

2.8 Corridors Market Analysis

2.9 Corridors Stakeholder Focus Groups #2 

2.10 Joint Draft Concept/alts Public 2-3-day Workshop #2

2.11 Corridors Public/Private Realm Alternatives/Design Ideas

2.12 Online Draft Alternatives Review/survey #2

2.13 PC Virtual Meeting on Draft Approach

3.1 Corridor Land Use/Char. & Public Realm Vision & Strategy

3.2 Corridors Implementation Strategy

3.3 Corridors Focus Groups #3 on Draft Alternatives (Virtual) x3

3.4 Future Land Use Place Types

3.5 Future Land Use Map

3.6 Dashboard Update with Final Actions, Metrics

3.7 Draft Input Survey #3

3.8 Document Revisions Editing/formatting

3.9 PC & CC Adoption Meetings (2 in person, 1 Virtual) Visits #3,4

3.10 Final Packaging of Materials

City Staff
Advisory Committee

Corridors Focus Groups
Public Meeting

Key Consultant Deliverable
       Comp Plan  Subareas

Visit #2 Workshop
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Costs

1: Understand $102,000 

2: Explore $140,000 

3: Realize $117,000 

Total Project Cost $359,000

Comprehensive Plan Project Cost $236,000

Subarea Plans Project Cost $123,000

Shared tasks like past plan review, regular staff coordination, implementation, executive  
summaries, dashboard, and adoption are included in the comprehensive plan subtotal.

Team Member Role Anticipated 
Hours

Billing 
Rate

Kathleen Duffy Principal-in-Charge/Planner 210 $185

Xu Zhang Project Manager/Urban Designer 565 $150

Jake Jenkins Urban Designer 370 $120

Gizem Demirkol Cakal Urban Planner 990 $100

Rachel Smith Housing Planner 190 $130

Michelle Johnson Market Strategist 60 $220

Tom Rogers Urban Design/Quality 15 $220

Ethan Wissler GIS/Data 135 $100

Contingency Average Staff Rate 210 $150


